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1 • INTRODUCTION

This memorandum shall provide the background for the work of the
European Community Commission which is to analyze safety principles
relating to redundancy.

The redundancy-related basic safety principles applied in French
nuclear power plants are the following:

• the single-failure criterion,

• provisions additional to application of the single-failure criterion.
These are mainly provisions made at the design stage to minimize
risks associated with common cause failures or the risks of human
error which can lead to such failures:

- protection against hazards of internal and external origin,

- the geographical or physical separation of equipment,

- the independence of electrical power supplies and distribution
systems,

- the additional resources and associated operating procedures
making it possible to accommodate total loss of the safety systems.

The scope also includes the operating rules which ensure availability of
redundant safety-related equipment.

The provisions relating to the single-failure criterion are detailed in
Basic Safety Rule 1.3.A appended.

The application of these principles proposed by the operating
organization and accepted by the safety authorities for the design and
operation of the standby core cooling system (System RIS) is
explained.

2 - REDUNDANCY-RELATED BASIC SAFETY RULES

2.1 - Single-failure criterion

We shall now consider the exact nature of this criterion and the
associated goals, giving the definitions of the key terms.



2.1.1 - Goals of the single failure criterion

The single-failure criterion provides protection against isolated random
events. Multiple failures which can result from a single event are
considered to constitute part of the single failure. Compliance with the
single failure criterion means that the design of a safety-related system
is such that the system is able to perform its function in the event of
failure of any one of its components.

2.1.2 - Definitions

Active failure

In a mechanical fluid system, active failure consists of:

• either refusal of an item of equipment to perform a function involving
mechanical movement of one of its components when the command
to do so is given,

• or the involuntary operation of an item of equipment.

An active single failure of the type corresponding to refusal to operate
on demand is a fault affecting a system on standby during normal
operation of the reactor, otherwise the fault would constitute an initiating
event.

An active single failure of the type corresponding to failure in operation
is a fault occurring after the initiating event. This type of failure
corresponding to involuntary operation (for example the starting of a
pump or the changing of the position of a valve) is a fault which may
occur either in the pre-accident period (incorrect positioning of a valve),
during an accident or during the post-accident period.

Passive failure

In a fluid system, a passive failure is considered to be:

• either a leak in the shell containing the fluid,

• or a mechanical failure affecting flow of the fluid inside the system.

At system design level, a passive failure can be a leak at a valve
spindle seal or a pump packing; the leak must be detectable and
isolable and is conventionally considered to have a rate of 200 l/min for
30 minutes.

An analysis is then made to ensure that a passive failure, considered to
be a leak at any point in the shell containing the fluid, will not prevent
the required safety-related function or functions.



If the leak is not detectable and isolable, it is required to consider that
within 24 hours of the start of the accident, it may develop to the point
where it is equivalent to a complete break of the pipe.

Short period and long period

a) The short period is that which immediately follows the accident
during which the automatic nuclear steam supply system safeguard
actions are performed, the response of the systems is checked, the
type of accident is identified and the steps to be taken are
determined. By convention, the short period is the first 24 hours
after the start of the accident.

b) The long period is the post-accident system operating period
following the short period, during which safety and safeguard
functions are necessary. Whereas in the short period the essential
goal is to limit radioactive releases, the long period covers all the
actions involved in attaining the safe shutdown condition and
access to the reactor building, as well as repair of any damage to
equipment.

2.1.3 - Nature of the single-failure criterion

A system complies with the single-failure criterion for a given function if
it is capable of performing the function even in the case of:

• an active single failure during the short period,

• an active single failure or a passive single failure during the long
period.

For electrical systems, no distinction is drawn between passive and
active failures. Failures are all considered to be active as regards the
application of the single-failure criterion.

For the design of the containment spray and safety injection systems,
there is considered to be a 200 l/min leak for 30 min on the switchover
to recirculation and an undetectable and non-isolatable leak only
24 hours after the start of the accident.

General conditions of application

When the single-failure criterion is allowed for, the following conditions
apply:

• the single failure is only taken into consideration in a period when
accomplishment of the safety functions is required,

• allowance for a single failure affecting an item of equipment must
result in the worst design case for the operating condition in question,



• the active single failure is postulated at the moment when the
equipment in question is activated,

• when accomplishment of the safety function necessitates the
simultaneous activation of a number of systems, the single-failure
criterion applies to all the systems and not to each separately.

Specific application conditions

• The failure of a check valve to close normally results in partial
leakage at the valve seat (leaktightness not assured).

• Refusal to open is not a failure that needs to be taken into account as
a single failure for direct action check valves, for example swing gate
check valves, but constitutes an active failure to be taken into
consideration for power-assisted check vaives.

• Safety valves are considered to be vulnerable to active failure. The
nature of the failure to be taken into account is as follows/

- loss of leaktightness on closing after discharging water or steam if
the valve is qualified for such situations,

- refusal to closed after discharging water or steam if the valve is not
qualified for such situations.

• Certain active items of equipment which are the subject of properly
justified special preventive measures may be considered immune to
active failures; this is, in particular, the case of the motor-operated
valves and pumps whose power supplies are normally withdrawn, for
which special arrangements are provided to avoid any risk of
omission. Similarly, the following are not considered to be active
failures:

- involuntary closure of normally-open valves whose status is
reported in a control room and which receive confirmation of the
opening command when operation of the system is required,

- complete closure of adjustment valves provided with a by-pass or a
stop preventing total closure.

Applicability

The single-failure criterion is applied in:

• design of the systems,

• accident analyses,

• safety analyses of the installation as a whole.



2.2 - Additional provisions concerning application of the single-
failure criterion

2.2.1 - Provisions concerning design

2.2.1.1 - Protection against hazards of internal and external origin

a) Protection against external hazards

For hazards of natural origins (earthquakes, floods and exceptional
meteorological conditions), a level is established deterministically for
the design of the structures and equipment.

For hazards associated with human activity (aircraft crashes, risks due
to the industrial environment and lines of communication), a
probabilistic criterion consistent with the definitions of the design
operating conditions is complied with.

For this type of hazard, the objective to be attained is a probability of
unacceptable release of radioactive substances at the site boundary of
less than 1O~7 per reactor-year per safety function and category of
hazard.

b) Protection against internal hazards

Installation arrangements are made to protect redundant equipment
from fire, flooding, internal missiles and the dynamic effects of line
breaks.

Thus, the overall safety-reiated system installation design is such that a
random initial event will not propagate or result in an accident making
its consequences worse.

2.2.1.2 - Geographical or physical separation of equipment

Under the single-failure principle, it is required that if one of two
redundant devices has failed, the other remains available. For this to
be possible, there must be no risk of a common cause failure making
redundant items of equipment unavailable simultaneously. This results
in installation constraints which find their expression in the following
arrangements:

• equipment is installed so as to benefit from geographical dispersal in
the power plant,

• where this is not possible, items of equipment are separated by
physical barriers (walls or floors for example).



These precautions make it possible to avoid sets of redundant
equipment being damaged by the same event (fire, flooding etc.).

2.2.1.3 - Independence of electrical power supplies and
distribution systems

From the point of view of safety, the design of the electrical power
supply of the unit auxiliaries required in the event of an incident or
accident meets the single-failure criterion.

The electrical power supplies are independent and backed up:

• two off-site power supplies taken separately from the grid,

• two on-site power supplies consisting of diesel generating sets which
are redundant.

The electrical power distribution network consists of identical channels
A and B which are electrically independent and which are normally
supplied with power by one of the off-site supplies while the other
provides redundancy, backed up in the event of loss of the grid by the
on-site power supplies. Each diesel set is connected to one particular
channel.

The redundant electrical equipment associated with the redundant
mechanical equipment is supplied with power via redundant channels.

2.2.2 - Operating arrangements

During operation of reactors, situations occur in which the redundancy
of systems important to safety may be reduced. Arrangements must
therefore be taken to accommodate such situations as regards safety.
These situations result from unavailability of equipment which may be
planned (ie maintenance) or unplanned (ie equipment failures). . To
ensure that the single-failure criterion does not fail, there are two
possibilities:

• either increasing at design level the redundancy of the system to
provide freedom from operating constraints without jeopardizing
redundancy. This is the approach which has been adopted for the
systems on which work cannot be carried out while they are in
operation. This is, for example, the case of the intermediate cooling
system which operates permanently,

• or to impose stricter operating rules so that in the event of
unavailability of equipment, the safety level is not significantly
reduced as compared to the case where all the equipment is
available. Choosing this approach results in more frequent
interruptions of electrical power generation.



It is the technical operating specifications which determine :r?
approach to be adopted in the evsnt of unplanned unavailability of
equipment. They determine a maximum authorized duration of
operation, in certain cases on a probabilistic basis.

2.3 - Additional resources and procedures

For safety systems which operate permanently or are frequently called
upon, application of the single-failure criterion is supplemented by
analysis of total failure of the function. This involves taking the following
into consideration:

• failure on demand of the scram system during incident operating
conditions,

• total loss of the heat sink or the systems which carry heat to it,

• total loss of both main and auxiliary steam generator feedwater
systems,

• total loss of the electrical power supplies.

Indeed, the initial results of the probabilistic studies carried out by
Electricité de France indicate that these failures could within a few
hours of the initiating event have severe consequences relative to the
relatively high probability of their occurrence (greater than 10'6 per
reactor year).

Furthermore, in view of the need to guarantee that residual heat
removal capability is permanently available in the long term after a loss
of coolant accident, the following events are also taken into
consideration due to their availability during post-accident cooling
phase in the long term:

• eventual total loss of safety injection system pumping capability,

• eventual total loss of the containment spray system pumping
capability.

3 - DESCRIPTION OF SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM

3.1 - Principal functions

The principal functions of the safety injection system are to:

• supply cooling water to the core in the event of a loss of coolant
accident to limit the cladding temperature and thus ensure that the
core remains intact and in place. This protection must be effective in



all line break situations, up to and including complete circumferential
rupture of a primary system pipe,

• inject concentrated boric acid as rapidly as possible in the event of a
steam line break accident to compensate for the insertion of reactivity
into the core due to the resulting cooling of the moderator. This
protection must be effective in ail uncontrolled loss of steam
situations, up to and including complete circumferential rupture of a
steam line,

• act as a containment barrier during the recirculation phase after a
loss of coolant accident.

3.2 - Description of the system (see Figure 1)

The safety injection system is designed to meet the single-failure
criterion. The system includes two injection sub-systems (called
streams A and B) which are identical and physically separated,
designed to make it possible to inject water simultaneously or
separately, into the hot and cold legs of the primary system loops.

In order to be able to perform its functions, the safety injection system
includes:

• a reserve of 2000 ppm borated water in the refuelling water storage
tank (RWST)1

. • a medium pressure pumping system (MPSI) which, when triggered by
a safety injection signa!, feeds the contents of the RWST to the
primary system as soon as the pressure in it drops below 110 bar
(direct injection phase). When the RWST is empty, the two MPSI
pumps draw from the containment sumps (recirculation phase),

<• a low pressure pumping system (LPSI) which injects borated water
from the RWST into the primary system as soon as the pressure in it
drops below 20 bar (direct injection phase). Where the RWST is
empty, the two LPSI pumps draw from the containment sumps
(recirculaiion phase),

• a passive injection system consisting of four accumulators containing
2000 ppm borated water at a pressure of 42 bar which do not require
any electrical power to activate them and which feed the primary
system whenever the pressure in it is lower than the charging
pressure of the accumulators.

The MPSI and LPSI pumps can discharge into the four cold legs and
two hot legs of the primary system via common nozzles.

Each of the four accumulators discharges its contents into one of the
primary system cold legs via the same nozzles as used for safety
injection pump cold leg injection.
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It is to be noted that, inside the containment, the train A and B low
pressure safety injection pumps are interconnected at a common
header from which the four cold leg injection lines lead. The same
applies to the medium pressure safety injection pump lines.

3.3 - Operation

The safety injection system is an engineered safety feature circuit which
only operates in the event of an accident. As it must be possible to use
it at any time, it must remain operational in all foreseeable operating
modes.

Furthermore, it may be required for a relatively long period of time.

We shall now describe operation of the safety injection system in the
following successive phases:

• unit in normal operation,

• direct injection,

• cold leg recirculation,

• hot leg recirculation.

3.3.1 - Operation with unit in power before accident

Accumulators

The four accumulators are charged to about 42 bar and communicate
with the primary system (pressure: 155 bar).

LPSI and MPSI sub-systems

The LPSI and MPSI pumps are stopped.

The spray lines from the RWST are open. The sump suction lines are
closed. During discharge, the lines leading to the cold legs of the
primary system, are open and the lines leading to the hot legs of the
primary system are closed.

The RWST contains 2000 m3 of 2000 ppm borated water. When the
low level signal is triggered, the operator is warned that the quantity of
water remaining in the tank is insufficient and that replenishment is
required.
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3.3.2 - Operation in direct injection mode

When the safety injection signal is given, the direct injection phase
begins. This phase continues as long as there is water in the RWST.

Accumulators

The accumulator injection line valves, which were previously open,
receive an opening confirmation signal.

When the primary pressure drops below 42 bar, the check valves open
and the contents of the accumulators are discharged into the reactor
vessel.

LPSi sub-system

The two LPSI pumps start. The contents of the RWST is fed to the four
cold loops of the primary system as soon as the pressure in them drops
below 20 bar.

MPSI sub-system

The two MPSI pumps start. The contents of the RWST are fed to the
four cold loops of the primary system as soon as the pressure in it drops
below 110 bar.

3.3.3 - Operation in the cold loop recirculation mode

When the RWST is empty, pumping from the containment sumps
begins. This is termed the recircuiation phase.

When the RWST "very low" signal is given, the LPSI and MPSI pump
suction lines are connected to the containment sumps.

In this phase, the LPSl and MPSI pumps thus draw from the
containment sumps which are the pumps discharged into the four cold
legs of the primary system.

3.3.4 - Operation in the recirculation mode with simultaneous hot
leg and cold leg injection

To avoid crystallization of the boron at the core outlet 14 hours after the
start of the accident, the operator switches to simultaneous hot leg and
cold leg recirculation.

On the pump suction side, no alignment changes are made.
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On the discharge side of the LPSI and MPSI pumps:

• the hot leg injection lines are open,

• the cold leg injection line flow limiting diaphragm by-pass is closed.

4 - REPERCUSSIONS OF REDUNDANCY-RELATED BASIC
SAFETY PRINCIPLES ON SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
DESIGN

4.1 - Single-failure criterion

4.1.1 - Safety injection system

To meet the single-failure criterion, the safety injection system is
designed to have duplex redundancy. It has two streams which are
totally functionally independent, having in common the RWST and the
suction line from it.

Each safety injection stream has a medium pressure and a low
pressure train. The two trains are functionally independent but are
not always physically separated, that is to say for cold, leg injection,
they are connected at headers (one medium pressure header and
one low pressure header) from which injection water is redistributed
to the four primary system cold legs,

Active failure

For the cold leg primary break case, the injection pumps are designed
to be capable of independently supplying the three unbroken cold legs
at 100% of the output required to ensure core cooling with allowance
made for the loss via the break in the remaining cold loop.

The accumulator sub-system includes four accumulators each
designed to inject into the core 33% of the quantity of water required to
flood it. As it is assumed that one accumulator will discharge into the
break, the three remaining accumulators must be able to perform their
function. The accumulators operate in the short term, and the
application of a passive failure is thus not required. Each accumulator
is equipped with a single active component consisting of the motor-
operated isolation valve of the injection line. The single-failure criterion
is not applied to the component because:

• this isolation valve is in the open position while the reactor is in power
and an alarm is triggered in the control room if it is incorrectly
positioned,

13
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• precautions are taken to protect against a spurious control and
instrumentation system closure command, the isolation valve
receiving an over-riding open confirmation command when the safety
injection signal is given.

The single-failure criterion is applied in accident studies. For large
primary breaks (breaks of equivalent diameters greater than 14"), the
worst failure case for fuel integrity is loss of one LPSI pump. This failure
is chosen due to the need to minimize containment pressure. Indeed,
the coefficients of the exchange of heat between the cladding and the
coolant vary as an inverse proportion of the local pressure.

For small and intermediate primary breaks (breaks of equivalent
diameters between 3/8" and 14"), the coolant pressure is very different
from the containment pressure. This criterion therefore does not affect
selection of the failure. It is thus required to minimize the safety
injection rate. The worst failures thus consist of loss of a standby diesel
as loss of the off-site electrical power supplies is postulated. This
failure leads to the unavailability of one LPSI pump and one MPSI
pump.

Passive failure

As concerns passive failure, the leak can only be considered to be
limited (200 I per minute for 30 minutes) if it is possible to:

• locate it,

• isolate the failed equipment,

• provide 100% of the corresponding function after isolation has been
completed.

For the part of the system located outside the containment, the leak may
be considered to be limited since:

• the leak can be located, which is carried out globally for each stream
by level and radioactivity measurements in the sump of each
engineered safety feature auxiliaries building.

• the leaking equipment can be isolated, indeed with the exception of
the suction lines leading to the containment sumps, it is always
possible to isolate the failed equipment. The leak is stopped by
shutting down the safety injection pumps of the affected stream and
closing the isolation valve of the containment sump and the valves in
the safety injection pump discharge circuit. There is one notable
exception concerning the sump lines, which cannot be isolated. It is
for this reason that this section of pipe and the associated isolation
valves are contained in leaktight jackets capable of withstanding the
design pressure of the containment.

14
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• the function is permanently available since when one safety injection
system stream is lost after isolation of the leak, the other is capable of
performing it.

Inside the containment, a leak can be neither located nor isolated. It is
therefore necessary to consider it to be liable to develop until the flow is
equivalent to that of total rupture of the pipe more than 24 hours after
the start of the accident. The worse pipe break cases relate to:

• the medium pressure header, whose failure causes total loss of
medium pressure injection,

• the low pressure header, whose failure causes total loss of low
pressure injection.

The studies carried out reveal that breaks of this type are acceptable
provided that they occur more than 14 hours after the accident. After
this period, the flowrate of the water injected via the intact header is
sufficient to ensure cooling of the core.

4.1.2 • Support systems

A certain number of support systems are necessary for proper operation
of the safety injection system:

• the intermediate cooling system which cools the LPSI and MPSI
pump motors,

• the electrical systems:

- distribution of 6.6 kV a-c emergency power for the motors driving
the pumps,

- emergency 380 V switchboards for the motors of the motor-
operated valves,

- equipment 125 V switchboards for the control circuits of the motor-
driven pump set circuit breakers and valve reversing switches,

- 48 V d-c for the overriding commands emitted by the protection
system.

All these systems indispensable for proper operation are designed to
comply with the single-failure criterion. They are duplex redundant.
Stream A (B) of these systems powers stream A (B) of the safety
injection system.

15
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4.2 - Arrangements in addition to application of the single-failure
criterion

4.2.1 - Protection against external hazards

The safety injection system is installed in anti-seismic buildings and
remains operational in a safe shutdown earthquake, which is required
as the case of a LOCA combined with an earthquake is postulated in
equipment design.

The buildings are designed to withstand aircraft crashes and
explosions due to the industrial environment.

The entire system is protected from freezing by heating of the facilities
in winter. The RWST water is maintained at a temperature above 70C.

4.2.2 • Protection against internal hazards

The general design of the standby core cooling systems ensures
protection against the dynamic effects of pipe breaks inside the
containment. Arrangements in addition to the separation of redundant
streams as regards other internal hazards include:

• for protection of the pumps against fire, lubrication with grease of the
low pressure pumps and booster pumps of the medium pressure
pumps as well as the presence of fire detectors and a demineralized
water spray system inside the pump compartments,

• installation of the medium pressure pumps and low pressure pumps
in separate compartments to protect them against missiles from other
pumps,

• protection of headers and accumulators from primary system missiles
by a barrier.

4.2.3 - Geographical or physical separation of equipment

For the safety injection system, there is total physical separation
between the two streams outside the containment (see Figure 2).
Inside the containment, the injection lines are geographically
separated.

For the medium and low pressure headers common to the two streams,
preference was. given to simplicity rather than the complexity which
would have resulted from the creation of two completely separate
streams (which would have necessitated doubling the number of
headers and injection lines).

16
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4.2.4 - Technical operating specifications

In the following table we give the time required for fallback to the safest
state when equipment unavailability is detected with the reactor in
power.

Action to be taken in the event of unavailability of an item of
safety injection system equipment important to safety

Safety injection
system equipment

affected

MPSI system train
unavailable (one pump
or one valve)

One LPSI system
stream unavailable (one
pump or one valve)

One accumulator
unavailable

One suction valve
common to the safety
injection system and the
containment spray
system

Fallback state

Intermediate shutdown
under conditions for
switching to residual
heat removal system

Cold shutdown
Depressurized

Intermediate shutdown
under conditions for
switching to residual
heat removal system

Cold shutdown
Depressurized

Fallback time

3 days

3 days

6 hours

10 hours

4.3 - Additional resources and procedures

4.3.1 - Procedure H4

Procedure H4 addresses the case of eventual total loss of the low
pressure safety injection pumping or containment spray system
resources.

17



It involves, in the event of loss of all the low pressure safety injection
pumping resources, backing up one low pressure safety injection pump
with a containment spraying system pump. This action is possible
15 days after the start of the accident when mobile H4-U3 resources
have been set up:

• installation of a simple connection between the low pressure safety
injection pressure discharge and the containment spraying pump
discharge of one stream (see Figure 3),

• fitting the other stream with a connection to a mobile cooling heat
exchanger (heat exchanger U3) and pump (pump U3) (see
Figure 4).

The containment spraying system pump draws water from the
containment sump and discharges it into the safety injection system
injection lines and the containment spray system heat exchanger.

4.3.2 - Procedure U3

Procedure U3 counters eventual total failure of the low pressure safety
injection and containment spray system pumping resources as well as
the containment spray system heat exchanger resources. It involves
the use of the mobile equipment mentioned in §4.3.1.

If the containment spray system heat exchanger is available, mobile
pump U3 draws water from the sumps and discharges it via the
containment spray system heat exchanger into the low pressure safety
injection system lines.

If the containment spray system heat exchanger is not available, mobile
pump U3 draws water from the sumps and discharges it via mobile heat
exchanger U3 into the low pressure safety injection lines.

5 - CONCLUSION

Probabilistic studies have confirmed the validity of the essentially
deterministic approach used in the design of the standby core cooling
system and the full justification of the single failure criterion.

Furthermore, a major programme has been implemented in France to
identify means of providing protection against the loss of redundant
safety systems. Additional resources have, in particular, been provided
to prevent the eventual loss of standby core cooling system pumping
capability.
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O - INTRODUCTION

RFS or "Règles Fondamentales de Sûreté" (Basic Safety Rules) applicable to
certain types of nuclear facilities lay down requirements with which compliance,
for the type of facilities and within the scope of application covered by the
RFS, is considered to be equivalent to compliance with technical French
regulatory practice.

The object of the RFS is to take advantage of standardization in the field of
safety, while allowing for technical progress in that field." They- are designed
to enable the operating utility and contractors to know the rules pertaining to
various subjects which are considered to be acceptable by the "Service Central
de Sûreté des Installations Nucléaires", or the SCSIN (Central Department for
the Safety of Nuclear Facilities).

These RFS should make safety analysis easier and lead to better under-
standing between experts and individuals concerned with the problems of
nuclear safety.

In no way do the RFS limit the overall responsability of the operating utility
and in no way do they release it from its obligation to meet regulatory pro-
visions in force.

For those nuclear facilities not yet granted a construction permit one year
from the publication of a RFS, the operating utility which does not wish to
apply this RFS must demonstrate that the safety objectives of the RFS are
met by such alternative means as it shall propose, within the context of the
regulatory procedures in force. Unless explicitly excluded, this time period
may be extended by two years in the interests of standardization in the case
of a facility regarded as identical to a facility which has already been granted
a construction permit.

As far as other nuclear facilities are concerned, inasmuch as RFS allow for
technical updating while being based on information current at the time of.
publication, RFS publication does not, by itself, entail their review in the
light of the new RFS, unless explicitly required by a decision applied retro-
actively and considered necessary irrespective of RFS publication.



Moreover the SCSiN reserves the right to modify, when considered necessary,

any RFS and specify, if need be, the terms under which a modification is

deemed retroactive ; for other cases, the above-mentioned rules relating

to the dates of applicability are to be applied under the same conditions

as an original RFS when a RFS is revised.

in practice, therefore, the structure of RFS, with respect to nuclear

power plant units equipped with a pressurized water reactor, corresponds

to the table of contents appended to this RFS in Appendix 1.



1 .. SCOPE OF THE RULE

The present rule defines the single failure criterion used among

other elements in the safety analysis of the main safety-related

systems of nuclear power plants equipped with a pressurized-water

reactor.

Specific applications of this criterion to various sytems are set

forth in Appendix 2 of this document.

Compliance with the single failure criterion generally ensure a

satisfactory safety level to the system to which it is applied, pro-

vided that operation of said system is only necessary in conditions

with a comparatively low probability (usually category III and IV

operating conditions). This does not remove the need for safety

analyses specific to each system, ensuring quality of design, quality and

satisfactory maintenance conditions of each system component,

the validity of provisions for reducing common mode risks (including

common causes and any operation or maintenance errors) or interaction

between systems.

For systems in frequent use, application of the single failure criterion

may, if necessary, be supplemented by a detailed reliability analysis

demonstrating that the safety level reached by the system corresponds

to the frequency of the condition for which it is used or by analysis

of the consequences of complete failure of said system and demonstra-

tion that the safety level reached by the facility is satisfactory

taking into account the probability and consequences determined in

the analysis. Any additional measures considered necessary from this

point of view will be examined on a case-by-case basis.

2. TEXT OF THE RULE

2.1. Définitions

2.1.1. In a mechanical system carrying f lu id, an active failure is :

- malfunction of a component which relies on mechanical movement

to complete its intended function upon command,

- spurious operation of a component of this type.

This definition calls for following precisions :

- for check valves :

. It is considered that failure to close results in a partial

leak at the seat (leaktightness not guaranteed).



. Failure to open of a single check vaive (for example a swing

check valve) is not considered to be a failure in the applica-

tion of single failure criterion.

. Failure to open of power-operated cl'eck valves must be

considered to be an active failure.

- Certain active components covered by special preventive measures

which must be substantiated may be considered to be subject to

active failure ; this is the case for motor-operated valves

and pumps whose power source is normally disconnected and for

which special provisions are taken to prevent any risk or"

omission. Similarly, spurious closure of normally open control

valve whose status is indicated in the control room and which

receive confirmation of the opening signal when system operation

is required, or total closure of control valves which are

provided with a bypass or a stop preventing total closure, are

not considered as active failures.

2.1.2. in a mechanical system carrying f lu id, passive failure is :

- a break of its pressure boundary ;

- a mechanichal failure impairing the normal process flow path.

This definition calls for the following precisions :

"Break" denotes a leak at any point of the system. However, it

may be assumed that the duration and flowrate of the leak are

limited if it is possible to demonstrate that the leaking part

of the system can be isolated within a reasonably short period of

time (by convention, a leakage rate of 200 1/min shall be taken

to evaluate the consequences of this failure unless another

evaluation is justified). Special demonstration shall be provided

in cases where it is not possible to prove that the leak can be

isolated.

2.1.3. A single failure is :

- a single active failure in case of a mechanical system conveying

a fluid and ensuring a short-term function (generally about

one day ; exact allowable values are to be analysed on a

case-by-case basis as far as possible by associating them with

physical criteria, such as the time necessary to operate

another system ensuring the same function(s) or to gain access

to the affected system portion for repair) ;



- a single active failure or a single passive failure in the

case of a mechanical system carrying a fluid and ensuring a

long-term function ; single passive failure shall be postulated

only after an initial period of operation whose duration shall

be limited as specified in the above paragraph and shall not

be considered together with an active failure ;

- failure of any component of the system in the case of an electrical

system.

2.2. Single failure criterion

The compliance of a system with the single failure criterion shall

be examined by successively applying to each component of the

system or of auxiliary systems necessary for its operation a

single failure as defined above and by checking, in each case,

that the corresponding safety function is ensured with the criteria

corresponding to the same category of operating conditions.

The single failure considered must be independent of any other

failures directly caused by the operating conditions under which

the system must ensure its function. Failures resulting from the

anticipated single failure are considered to be included in the

single failure.

3. COMMENTS

3.1. A system may be called upon to ensure safety functions under

different operating conditions. Compliance with the single failure

criterion shall be verified for each of said operating conditions.

3.2. The single failure criterion described in paragraph 2 above is a

safety analysis criterion, the effectiveness of which may be

reducad by different operational factors unless proper precautions

are taken and brought up in safety reports or general operating

rules. This is especially the case for problems relating to cases
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of unavailabilities which cannot be detected by the periodic tests

or to the different aspects outlined in paragraph 1. It is also

the case for random or intentional cases of unavailability for

given periods of time due to the practical requirements of periodic

tests, maintenance or repairs.

Christian de Torquat

Head of the Central Department for

the Safety of Nuclear Installations.
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APPENDIX 1

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF BASIC SAFETY RULES

(Nuclear power plant units equipped

with a pressurized water reactor)

I - GENERAL DESIGN AND INSTALLATION PRINCIPLES OF THE PLANT

I.!.General plant layout description

1.2. Protection against externally generated hazards

1.3. General design and installation principles

II -BASIC STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS DESIGN

11.1. Successive barriers against the release of radioactive

products

11.1.1. Fuel cladding

11.1.2. Reactor coolant system

11.1.3. Containment barrier

11.1.4. Other barriers

11.2. Engineered safety features

11.2.1. Emergency core cooling system

11.2.2. Containment spray system

11.2.3. Containment atmosphere control system

11.2.4. Steam generator auxiliary feedwater system

11.3. Auxiliary systems

11.3.1. F1UeI handling and storage system

11.3.2. Refuelling and storage pools cooling and

water treatment systems

M.3.3. Ventilation systems

11.3.4. Residual heat removal system

M.3.5. Chemical and volume control system and reactor

boron and water make-up system

11.3.6. Component cooling water system and essential

cooling water system

11.3.7. Radioactive waste treatment systems
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11.4. Electrical systems

n.4 .1 . instrumentation and control systems

11.4.2. Electrical power

III - INTERFACE CRITERIA

Ii 1.1. Installation criteria

111.2. Nuclear steam supply system and structures

interface

111.3. Nuclear steam supply system and other balance

of plant systems interface

IV - OPERATING CONDITION AND ANALYSIS CRITERIA

IV. 1. Equipment classification

IV.2. Equipment operating conditions

IV.3. Reactor coolant sytem (main primary circuit)

operating conditions

IV.4. Accident analysis

V -GENERAL RULES APPLICABLE TO SEVERAL SYSTEMS, STRUCTURES ANC

COMPONENTS

V . I . Radiation protection

V.2. Other general rules
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APPENDIX 2

LIST OF SYSTEMS TO WHICH THE SINGLE FAILURE CIRTERION IS APPLIED

1. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

- Reactor trip system

- System ensuring the emergency boration function (where appropriate)

2. SYSTEMS PROVIDING FUEL COOLING AND RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL

- Steam generator auxiliary feedwater system

- Residual heat removal system

- Emergency core cooling and containment spray systems

- Spent fuel pit cooling system
3. SYSTEMS ENSURING A BOUNDARY FUNCTION

- Reactor cooling system isolation and containment isolation

- Hydrogen concentration control

- Depress'.rization of inter-containment space (where appropriate)

- Control room ventilation (overpressure and filtration of outside air)

- Storage and treatment of liquid or gaseous waste (these systems are

unlikely to impair fuel cooling accordingly it is considered that there

is no worsening of the plant condition as long as the regulations gover-

ning radioactive waste releases are respected from the point of view of

the probability and amount of the releases).

4. SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR OPERATION OF THE ABOVE SYSTEMS

To check compliance of one of the above systems with the single failure
criterion, failures affecting the following systems shall also be considered
where appropriate :

- on site electrical power sources,

- electrical power supply systems,

- the protection system and its power sources,
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- the portion of the component cooling system required for operation of

those systems which must respect the single failure criterion,

- the essential service water system,

- the ventilation and compressed air systems required for operation of those

systems which must respect the single failure criterion.

If it is acceptable to consider only single active failures for one of the systems

mentioned in 1, 2 and 3 above, this may also apply to the auxiliary systems

required for its operation.
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